For any even integer k ≥ 6, integer d such that k/2 ≤ d ≤ k−1, and sufficiently large n ∈ (k/2)N, we find a tight minimum d-degree condition that guarantees the existence of a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle in every k-uniform hypergraph on n vertices. When n ∈ kN, the degree condition coincides with the one for the existence of perfect matchings provided by Rödl, Ruciński and Szemerédi (for d = k − 1) and Treglown and Zhao (for d ≥ k/2), and thus our result strengthens theirs in this case.
Introduction
The study of Hamilton cycles is an important topic in graph theory with a long history. In recent years, researchers have worked on extending the classical theorem of Dirac on Hamilton cycles to hypergraphs and we refer to [4, 9, 12, 21, 2, 3, 20, 13] for some recent results and to [18, 21, 29] for surveys on this topic. Given k ≥ 2, a k-uniform hypergraph (in short, k-graph) consists of a vertex set V and an edge set E ⊆ V k , where V k denotes the family of all k-element subsets of V . Given a k-graph H with a set S of d vertices, where 1 ≤ d ≤ k − 1, we define deg H (S) to be the number of edges containing S (the subscript H is omitted if it is clear from the context). The minimum d-degree δ d (H) of H is the minimum of deg H (S) over all d-vertex sets S in H. We refer to δ 1 (H) as the minimum vertex degree and δ k−1 (H) the minimum codegree of H. For 1 ≤ ℓ < k, a k-graph is called an ℓ-cycle if its vertices can be ordered cyclically such that each of its edges consists of k consecutive vertices and every two consecutive edges (in the natural order of the edges) share exactly ℓ vertices. In k-graphs, a (k − 1)-cycle is often called a tight cycle. We say that a k-graph contains a Hamilton ℓ-cycle if it contains an ℓ-cycle as a spanning subhypergraph. Note that a Hamilton ℓ-cycle of a k-graph on n vertices contains exactly n/(k − ℓ) edges, implying that k − ℓ divides n.
Confirming a conjecture of Katona and Kierstead [15] , Rödl, Ruciński and Szemerédi [22, 23] showed that for any fixed k, every k-graph H on n vertices with δ k−1 (H) ≥ n/2 + o(n) contains a tight Hamilton cycle. When k − ℓ divides both k and |V |, a tight cycle on V contains an ℓ-cycle on V . Thus the result in [23] implies that for all 1 ≤ ℓ < k such that k − ℓ divides k, every k-graph H on n ∈ (k − ℓ)N vertices with δ k−1 (H) ≥ n/2 + o(n) contains a Hamilton ℓ-cycle. This is best possible up to the o(n) term by a construction given by Markström and Ruciński [19] . Rödl, Ruciński and Szemerédi [25] eventually determined the minimum codegree threshold for tight Hamilton cycles in 3-graphs for sufficiently large n, which is ⌊n/2⌋.
After a series of efforts [16, 10, 17] , the minimum codegree condition for ℓ-Hamiltonicity were determined asymptotically. Rödl and Ruciński [21, Problem 2.9] raised the question concerning the exact minimum codegree condition for ℓ-Hamiltonicity when n is sufficiently large. In the rest of the paper, unless stated otherwise, we assume that n is sufficiently large. The case k = 3 and ℓ = 1 was solved by Czygrinow and Molla [5] , and the last two authors [11] determined this threshold for all k ≥ 3 and ℓ < k/2. Recently, the case k = 4 and ℓ = 2 was determined by Garbe and Mycroft [8] . We continue this line of research and obtain the minimum codegree threshold for ℓ-Hamiltonicity with even k ≥ 6 and ℓ = k/2.
1.1.
Lower bound constructions and main result. Our constructions will build upon the ones for perfect matchings from [27] . In fact, our extremal hypergraphs coincide with the ones in [27] when n ∈ kN. Let a vertex set V with a partition V = A∪B be given. A set S ⊆ V is odd (w.r.t. A) or even (w.r.t. A) if it intersects A in an odd or even number of vertices, respectively. Let E odd (A, B) denote the family of all odd k-element subsets of V and let E even (A, B) be the family of even k-element subsets of V . Define B n,k (A, B) and B n,k (A, B), respectively, to be the k-graph with vertex set V = A∪B and edge set E odd (A, B) and E even (A, B), respectively. A star S n,k is an n-vertex k-graph that consists of all k-sets containing a fixed vertex v. Let B ′ n,k (A, B) be the hypergraph obtained from B n,k (A, B) by adding a star S |A|,k into A.
Construction 1.2. Given an even integer k ≥ 4 and an integer n ∈ k 2 N, our family H ext (n, k) of extremal k-graphs is defined as follows.
• For n ∈ kN the family H ext (n, k) contains all hypergraphs B n,k (A, B) where n/k − |A| is odd and all B n,k (A, B) where |A| is odd. • For n ∈ k 2 N \ kN, H ext (n, k) contains all hypergraphs B n,k (A, B) together with all B ′ n,k (A, B) when k ∈ 4N and ⌊n/k⌋ − |A| is odd; and all B ′ n,k (A, B) when k ∈ 2N \ 4N and ⌊n/k⌋ − |A| is even. For n ∈ kN, it was shown in [27] that any hypergraph in H ext (n, k) contains no perfect matching and thus no Hamilton (k/2)-cycle (because a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle consists of two disjoint perfect matchings). We will show that no hypergraph in H ext (n, k) contains a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle when n ∈ k 2 N \ kN. To do so we will represent a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle C as a sequence of pairwise disjoint (k/2)-sets L 1 , . . . , L t with t = 2n/k such that L i ∪ L i+1 ∈ E(C) for all i ∈ [t], where L t+1 := L 1 . Further, we associate to C the binary string b 1 b 2 . . . b t , called the binary representation of C (w.r.t. A), defined by b i = 0 if |L i ∩ A| is even and b i = 1 otherwise. Proposition 1.3. No k-graph in H ext (n, k) contains a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle.
Proof. For n ∈ kN note that no k-graph in H ext (n, k) contains a perfect matching (and thus none contains a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle either). This is because in B n,k (A, B) all edges are even while |A| is odd, and in B n,k (A, B) all edges are odd while the cardinality of a perfect matching, n/k, and |A| have different parities.
Consider now n ∈ k 2 N\kN and suppose that some k-graph in H ext (n, k) contains a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle C. Let b 1 b 2 . . . b t be the binary representation of C and note that an odd edge in C corresponds to a 01 or 10 in this representation. Thus C cannot consists of odd edges only, as then b i = b i+1 holds for all i ∈ [t] (b t+1 = b 1 ) yet t = 2n/k is odd. This implies that B n,k (A, B) contains no Hamilton (k/2)-cycles. Moreover, any such cycle C in B ′ n,k (A, B) must contain at least one even edge. We claim that every Hamilton (k/2)-cycle C in B ′ n,k (A, B) contains exactly one even edge. To this end note that the even edges in B ′ n,k (A, B) form a star, thus C cannot contain three or more even edges, as there would be two disjoint ones otherwise. Furthermore, as the star is entirely contained in A, an even edge in C corresponds to a pair 00 when k ∈ 4N (and thus k/2 is even) and to a pair 11 when k ∈ 2N \ 4N (and thus k/2 is odd). In the first case we conclude that the number of odd edges is twice the number of 1-entries in the binary representation, because each odd edges gives rise to exactly one 1-entry while one such entry is a witness for two odd edges. Similarly, the number of odd edges is twice the number of 0-entries in the second case. Therefore the number of odd edges in C is even while t = 2n/k is odd, which implies that the number of even edges in C is one, as claimed.
We conclude that for k ∈ 4N the cycle C has the form 00101 . . . 01, thus contains ⌊n/k⌋ odd (k/2)-sets. However, ⌊n/k⌋ and |A| have different parities which yields a contradiction. For k ∈ 2N \ 4N the cycle C has the form 11010 · · · 10 and contains therefore ⌊n/k⌋ + 1 odd (k/2)-sets. This implies that |A| and ⌊n/k⌋ + 1 have the same parity which yields a contradiction to the assumption that ⌊n/k⌋ − |A| is even.
The following is our main result, which states that k-graphs with minimumd-degree larger than the ones in H ext (n, k) must contain a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle. Given positive integers d < k ≤ n such that k is even and k/2 divides n, let δ(n, k, d) be the maximum of the minimum d-degree among all the hypergraphs in H ext (n, k). Theorem 1.4 (Main Result). For even integers k ≥ 6, k/2 ≤ d ≤ k − 1 and sufficiently large integer n ∈ k 2 N the following holds. Suppose H is a k-graph on n vertices satisfying δ d (H) > δ(n, k, d), then H contains a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle.
When k is even, it is easy to see that δ k−1 (B n,k (A, B)) = min{|A|−k+1, |B|−k+1} and δ k−1 (B n,k (A, B)) = δ k−1 (B ′ n,k (A, B)) = min{|A| − k + 2, |B| − k + 2}. Thus, it is straightforward to check that δ(n, k, k − 1) = n/2 − k + 1 if n ∈ kN and n/2 − n/k is even ⌊n/2⌋ − k + 2 otherwise. Theorem 1.1 is therefore a special case of Theorem 1.4. Moreover, given positive integers d < k ≤ n such that k divides n (k is not necessarily even), let δ(n, k, d) be the maximum of the minimum d-degree among all the hypergraphs from the first class of Construction 1.2. Then δ(n, k, d) = δ(n, k, d) when k is even and n ∈ kN. Extending a result of Rödl, Ruciński and Szemerédi [24] , Treglown and Zhao [28] showed that if δ d (H) > δ(n, k, d), then every n-vertex k-graph H contains a perfect matching. Theorem 1.4 shows that, for even k ≥ 6, the minimum d-degree that forces the existence of a perfect matching actually forces a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle, a union of two disjoint perfect matchings. Therefore Theorem 1.4 strengthens the results of [24, 28] .
We note that, however, the precise values of δ(n, k, d) and δ(n, k, d) when d ≤ k − 2 are only known to be (1/2 + o(1)) n−d k−d , see [27] for details. 1.2. Proof of Theorem 1.4. As a common approach to obtain exact results, Theorem 1.4 is proven by distinguishing an extremal case from a nonextremal case and solve them separately. Let ε > 0 and suppose that H and H ′ are k-graphs on n vertices. We say that H is ε-close to H ′ , and write H = H ′ ± εn k , if H can be made a copy of H ′ by adding and deleting at most εn k edges. Suppose that H is a k-graph with minimum d-degree δ d (H) ≥ ( 1 2 − o(1)) n−d k−d and o(1)-close to some k-graph in H ext (n, k), then H must be o(1)-close to some B n,k (A, B) or B n,k (A, B) with |A| = |B| = n/2 as well. In the following we simply write B n,k and B n,k to indicate that there is an implicit partition A ∪ B of equal size. Theorem 1.5 (Nonextremal Case). For any integer k ≥ 4 even, k/2 ≤ d ≤ k − 1 and ε > 0 there exist γ > 0 and n 1.5 such that for every k-graph H = (V, E) on n ≥ n 1.5 vertices with n ∈ (k/2)N the following holds. Suppose that H is not ε-close to any B n,k or B n,k and δ d (H) ≥ ( 1 2 − γ) n−d k−d , then H contains a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle. Theorem 1.6 (Extremal Case). For any integer k ≥ 6 even and k/2 ≤ d ≤ k − 1, there exist ε > 0 and n 1.6 ∈ N such that for every k-graph H = (V, E) on n ≥ n 1.6 vertices with n ∈ (k/2)N the following holds. Suppose that δ d (H) > δ(n, k, d) and H is ε-close to a B n,k or a B n,k , then H contains a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle. Theorem 1.4 follows from Theorems 1.6 and 1.5 immediately by choosing ε from Theorem 1.6 and letting n 1.4 = max{n 1.6 , n 1.5 }.
Let us briefly discuss our proof ideas. Theoreom 1.5 is proven in Section 2. Following previous work [22, 23, 25, 10, 17, 4] , we use the absorbing method initiated by Rödl, Ruciński and Szemerédi. More precisely, we find the desired Hamilton cycle by three lemmas: the Absorbing Lemma (Lemma 2.3), the Reservoir Lemma (Lemma 2.2), and the Path-cover Lemma (Lemma 2.4). In fact, both the Reservoir Lemma and Absorbing Lemma can be easily derived from a Connecting Lemma (Lemma 2.5), which says 3 that either H is extremal or any two (k/2)-sets in H must have many sets that 'connect' them as a (k/2)path. To prove the Path-cover Lemma, we slightly strengthen a result of Markström and Ruciński [19] on matchings in k-graphs and use the regularity method to obtain an almost path-cover of H. The main technicality lies in the proof of the Connecting Lemma, in which we follow the stability method along a scheme given by Treglown and Zhao [27, 28] .
The proof of Theorem 1.6 is more challenging with one of the main complication stemming from the fact that there are several extremal k-graphs for the problem and different strategies must be used to overcome the (parity) constraint in each case (see Section 3 for a more detailed outline). Suppose H satisfies δ d (H) > δ(n, k, d) and is close to B n,k or B n,k . Using the minimum degree condition, we can build a short path which can break the parity barriers and be extended to a Hamilton cycle of H. The argument of constructing this short path crucially relies on Lemmas 1.8 and 1.9 from below, two results concerning kgraphs with forbidden intersections. These lemmas belong to a line of research which is central in extremal set theory with a long and influential history. We feel that they are of some independent interest and may find applications beyond the one considered here. Therefore we will discuss the two lemmas in more details in the following subsection.
1.3. Breaking the parity barriers and set systems with forbidden intersections. To break the parity barriers one is of course interested in the existence of additional even edges in case of B n,k (A, B) and B ′ n,k (A, B) and odd edges in case of B n,k (A, B) respectively. Indeed, in the extremal case of [27] , the existence of one such edge is enough to overcome the extremal examples B n,k (A, B) and B n,k (A, B) and find the perfect matching. As shown by the following example, our problem is more complicated, as additional edges may not be enough to provide a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle. Let us first discuss the case B n,k (A, B) for n ∈ kN and V (H) = A ∪ B with odd |A|. Assume that H consists of B n,k (A, B) together with a set of odd edges such that no two odd edges are disjoint or intersect in exactly k/2 vertices.
(1.1) By Proposition 1.3 we know that B n,k (A, B) contains no Hamilton (k/2)-cycle so a possible Hamilton (k/2)cycle C in H would have to use odd edges. As an odd edge corresponds to a 01 in the binary representation of C, we conclude that C has to contain an even number of odd edges. However, by (1.1), no two odd edges can be part of a (k/2)-cycle, thus such a cycle C cannot exist.
Concerning the parity barriers posed by B n,k (A, B) and B ′ n,k (A, B) recall that the latter itself consists of B n,k (A, B) with a star S |A|,k added to A. The proof of Proposition 1.3 essentially showed that a k-graph H (e.g., B ′ n,k (A, B)) still contains no Hamilton cycle, if it consists of B n,k (A, B) together with a set of even edges in A such that no three of them are part of a (k/2)-path.
(1.
2)
The following result will be crucial for overcoming the barriers mentioned above. It bounds the number of edges in a k-graph with a specific forbidden intersection pattern and we derive it from a result of Frankl and Füredi [7] . Lemma 1.7. For every even k ≥ 4 there is a c > 0 such that the following holds. Suppose H is a k-graph on n vertices such that |e 1 ∩ e 2 | = 0, k/2 for any two edges e 1 , e 2 in H. Then e(H) < cn k/2−1 .
Proof. We first recall a classical theorem by Frankl and Füredi [7] concerning "forbidding just one intersection". It states that for any 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k ′ − 1 there is a c > 0 so that the following holds.
Turning to the proof of the lemma consider an arbitrary edge {v 1 , . . . , v k } ∈ E(H) and let N (v) = {e \ {v} : e ∈ E(H)}. Since H is intersecting (i.e., any two of its members have a non-empty intersection), any edge of H intersects {v 1 , . . . , v k } and thus e(H) ≤ i∈[k] |N (v i )|. By the assumption on H we know that N (v i ) is (k − 1)-uniform and the intersection of any two edges of N (v i ) has size distinct from k/2 − 1. Thus applying (1.3) with k ′ = k − 1 and ℓ = k/2 − 1 on each N (v i ) we obtain e(H)
To address the barrier (1.2) we use the following lemma. Lemma 1.8. Let k ≥ 4 be even and n be sufficiently large. Suppose H is a k-graph on n vertices such that e(H) ≥ 2k 2 n−2 k−2 and H is not a subgraph of S n,k . Then there exist three edges e 1 , e 2 , e 3 such that e 1 ∩ (e 2 ∪ e 3 ) = ∅ and |e 2 ∩ e 3 | ∈ {0, k/2}. In particular, the conclusion holds for k-graphs H such that δ d (H) > δ d (S n,k ) for any d < k. [14] states that if H is intersecting but not a subgraph of S n,k , then |E(H)| ≤ k n−2 k−2 . This together with our assumptions implies that H is not intersecting. Let e 1 and e 2 be two disjoint edges of H and let H ′ denote the subgraph obtained from H by removing all edges intersecting both e 1 and e 2 . Then e(H ′ ) ≥ e(H) − k 2 n−2 k−2 > k 2 n−2 k−2 and we may assume that H ′ contains no edge which is disjoint from e 1 ∪ e 2 since we would be done otherwise. Then H ′ can be partitioned into H 1 and H 2 , where H i contains all edges intersecting e i for i = 1, 2 (thus not intersecting e 3−i ). We have e(H i ) > k 2 2 n−2 k−2 for some i ∈ [2] and applying Lemma 1.7 (note that k − 2 > k 2 − 1) we obtain the desired third edge e 3 . Note that if δ d (H) > δ d (S n,k ) = n−1−d k−1−d , then H is not a subgraph of S n,k , and
Proof. A classical result of Hilton and Milner
So the second part of the lemma follows.
We use the following lemma to address the barrier (1.1). Proof. We assume that δ d (H) > δ(B n,k (A, B)) because the other case can be proved similarly.
Assume to the contrary that for any two edges e 1 , e 2 ∈ E 0 , we have |e 1 ∩ e 2 | = 0 or k/2. Then by Lemma 1.7, |E 0 | = O(n k/2−1 ). On the other hand, we bound |E 0 | from below as follows. Given the partition V (H) = A ∪ B, we partition
Note that all X ∈ T i have the same degree in B n,k (A, B). So there exists j ∈ {0, . . . , d} such that the minimum d-degree in B n,k (A, B) is achieved by all sets in T j . Clearly we have
= Ω(n k/2 ) because d ≥ k/2. Moreover, since δ d (H) > δ(n, k, d) each set in T j is contained in at least one odd edge, thus, we have |E 0 | ≥ |T j |/ k d = Ω(n k/2 ), a contradiction. Notation. Throughout the paper we omit floor and ceiling signs where they do not affect the arguments. Further, we write α ≪ β ≪ γ to mean that it is possible to choose the positive constants α, β, γ from right to left. More precisely, there are increasing functions f and g such that, given γ, whenever we choose some β ≤ f (γ) and α ≤ g(β), the subsequent statement holds. Hierarchies of other lengths are defined similarly.
Nonextremal Case -proof of Theorem 1.5
In this section we prove Theorem 1.5. The following simple and well-known proposition reduces the proof to the case d = k/2.
The proof of Theorem 1.5 follows the procedure in [23] . A k-uniform ℓ-path of length t is a sequence of vertices P = v 1 v 2 v 3 · · · v (t−1)(k−ℓ)+k such that for every i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t − 1}, {v i(k−ℓ)+1 , . . . , v i(k−ℓ)+k } forms an edge. For a (k/2)-path P = v 1 v 2 · · · v p , two (k/2)-sets v 1 · · · v k/2 and v p−k/2+1 · · · v p are called the ends of P. Given a set C and (k/2)-sets A, B, we call C a connecting |C|-set for A and B if H[A ∪ C ∪ B] contains a (k/2)-path with ends A and B. 
If H is not ε-close to B n,k or B n,k , then there is a family R of γ 28 n disjoint (3k/2)-sets such that every pair of (k/2)-sets S, T ⊂ V (H) has at least γ 32 n/3 connecting (3k/2)-sets in R. 
If H is not ε-close to B n,k or B n,k , then there exists a (k/2)-path P in H with |V (P)| ≤ 4kγ 14 n such that for all subsets U ⊂ V \V (P) of size at most kγ 27 n/6 such that |U | ∈ k 2 N there exists a (k/2)-path Q ⊂ H with V (Q) = V (P) ∪ U and, moreover, P and Q have exactly the same ends. Lemma 2.4 (Path-cover Lemma). For an even integer k ≥ 4 and an integer d with k/2 ≤ d ≤ k − 1, suppose 1/n ≪ 1/p ≪ α ≪ γ ≪ 1/k for some integers p and n. Let H = (V, E) be a k-graph on n vertices with
Then there is a family of (k/2)-paths in H consisting of at most p paths, which covers all but at most αn vertices of H. Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.5.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Given an even integer k ≥ 4 and an integer d with k/2 ≤ d ≤ k − 1, suppose 1/n ≪ 1/p, α ≪ γ ≪ ε ≪ 1/k for some integers p and n. Let H = (V, E) be a k-graph on n vertices such that δ d (H) ≥ (1/2 − γ) n−d k−d and assume that H is not ε-close to B n,k or B n,k . Since H is not ε-close to B n,k or B n,k , we can find an absorbing path P 0 by Lemma 2.3 with ends S 0 , T 0 and |V (P 0 )| ≤ 4kγ 14 n.
We add the vertices of V \ V 1 arbitrarily and evenly to A and B, and get a partition of 14 n, we conclude that H becomes a copy of B n,k (A ′ , B ′ ) or B n,k (A ′ , B ′ ) after adding or deleting at most ε 2 |V 1 | k + 4kγ 14 n n k−1 < εn k edges because γ ≤ ε. This means that H is ε-close to B n,k or B n,k , a contradiction.
Furthermore, as
We now apply Lemma 2.2 on H[V 1 ] and get a family R of order (2γ) 28 n. Let V 2 := V \ (V (P 0 ) ∪ V (R)), n 2 := |V 2 |, and H 2 := H[V 2 ]. Note that |V (P 0 ) ∪ V (R)| ≤ 4kγ 14 n + (3k/2)(2γ) 28 n < γ 13 n and thus δ d (H 2 ) ≥ (1/2 − 2γ) n2−d k−d . We now apply Lemma 2.4 to find a family of at most p paths P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P p covering all but at most αn 2 vertices in V 2 . For every i ∈ [p], let S i and T i be two ends of P i . Due to Lemma 2.2, we can connect S i and T i+1 , 0 ≤ i ≤ p (with T p+1 := T 0 ), by disjoint (3k/2)-sets from R and get a (k/2)-cycle. This is possible because p + 1 ≤ γ 33 n ≤ γ 32 |V 1 |/3. At last, we use P 0 to absorb all uncovered vertices in V 2 and unused vertices in R. This is possible because the number of absorbed vertices is at most αn + (3k/2)|R| ≤ 2k(2γ) 28 n < kγ 27 n/6, and by our construction, this number is divisible by k/2.
It remains to prove the lemmas. We prove Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 in Section 2.1 via a Connecting Lemma, Lemma 2.5, which itself is proved in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 we introduce the Weak Regularity Lemma and apply it to prove Lemma 2.4. 
If H is not ε-close to B n,k or B n,k , then there are at least γ 4 n 3k/2 connecting (3k/2)-sets for any two (k/2)-sets. Now we can derive Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 from Lemma 2.5. We use a concentration result from [1] for selecting connecting sets and absorbing paths. Alternatively, we may use other well-known approaches, e.g., selecting sets uniformly at random and then removing the overlapping ones. 6 Lemma 2.6 (Lemma 2.2 in [1] ). Let Ω be a finite probability space and let F 0 ⊆ · · · ⊆ F n be partitions of Ω. For each i ∈ [n] let Y i be a Bernoulli random variable on Ω that is constant on each part of F i , that is, let Y i be F i -measurable. Furthermore, let p i be a real-valued random variable on Ω which is constant on each part of F i−1 . Let x and δ be real numbers with δ ∈ (0, 3/2), and let X = Y 1 + · · · + Y n . If n i=1 p i ≥ x holds almost surely and E[Y i | F i−1 ] ≥ p i holds almost surely for all i ∈ [n], then P X < (1 − δ)x < e −δ 2 x/3 .
We would like to use Lemma 2.6 to construct vertex-disjoint structures, that is, each time we select a vertex set (a connecting set or an absorbing path) uniformly at random from the ones disjoint from the previously chosen. For example, to construct the connecting (3k/2)-sets in Lemma 2.2, let Ω be the collection of sequences (S 1 , . . . , S n ) of disjoint (3k/2)-sets, which are all possible outcomes of the sequential selection process. Then the partitions F 0 , F 1 , . . . , F n are defined as the 'history' of the processes, namely, F 0 = Ω and for i ∈ [n] F i consists of collections of all sequences that share the same first i terms of (3k/2)-sets. Fix two (k/2)-sets X 1 and X 2 , let Y i be the Bernoulli random variable on Ω such that it equals 1 if and only if (S 1 , . . . , S n ) ∈ Ω is such that S i is a connecting (3k/2)-set for X 1 and X 2 (clearly Y i is constant on each part of F i ). Similar setup can be used in our other applications, namely, in the proof of Lemma 2.3 and Claims 4.3 and 4.4. Finally, in all our applications, we will see that p i can be taken as a constant p on Ω, that is,
To find the family R we choose t = γ 28 n disjoint connecting (3k/2)-sets of vertices (S 1 , . . . , S t ) and do so by sequentially selecting a uniformly random (3k/2)-set, which is connecting for some pair of (k/2)-sets and which is disjoint from the previously chosen sets. For every two (k/2)-sets X 1 and X 2 and every i ≤ t, let C i be the collection of connecting sets for X 1 and X 2 , which are disjoint from S 1 ∪ · · · ∪ S i−1 . By Lemma 2.5 the probability that S i is in C i is at least γ 4 − (3k/2)γ 28 ≥ γ 4 /2. Thus, by Lemma 2.6 with δ = 1/3 and x = (γ 4 /2)γ 28 n, with probability at least 1 − e −δ 2 x/3 the chosen family contains (1 − δ)(γ 4 /2)γ 28 n = γ 32 n/3 connecting sets for each pair of (k/2)-sets. Since n k e −δ 2 x/3 < 1 the union bound implies that there exists a family R satisfying the property above for all pairs of (k/2)-sets simultaneously.
Next we prove the Absorbing Lemma, Lemma 2.3.
. Given a set X of k/2 vertices, an X-absorbing path P is a (k/2)-path on 5k/2 vertices such that there is a (k/2)-path on V (P) ∪ X, which has the same ends as P. The core of the proof is the following claim showing that for any (k/2)-set X, there are many X-absorbing paths. Claim 2.7. For any (k/2)-set X, there are at least γ 13 n 5k/2 X-absorbing paths P.
Proof. For any (k/2)-set X we construct the X-absorbing paths as follows. First choose a (k/2)-set A such that A ∪ X ∈ E(H) and note that there there are at least
we choose two disjoint (k/2)-sets B and D such that AB, DX ∈ E(H) and such that B and D have at least γ 4 n k/2 /2 common neighbors C. Note that each of the choices B, C, D yields a connecting (3k/2)-set for A and X. Thus there are at least γ 4 n k /2 choices for B and D, otherwise there are fewer than
connecting (3k/2)-sets for A and X, which contradicts Lemma 2.5. We pick B, D as above and pick two disjoint common neighbors C, E of B, D. Let P = ABCDE and note that AXDCBE is also a (k/2)-path on V (P) ∪ X with the same ends A, E as P. Moreover, the number of such (5k/2)-sets is at least
as γ is small enough.
We choose a family of γ 14 n disjoint (5k/2)-sets of vertices, doing so by sequentially selecting uniformly random (5k/2)-sets, which are absorbing for some (k/2)-set and which is disjoint from the previously chosen ones. Note that for every (k/2)-set X and in each step, by Claim 2.7 the probability that the chosen (5k/2)set is an X-absorbing path is at least γ 13 − (5k/2)γ 14 ≥ γ 13 /2. Thus, by Lemma 2.6 with δ = 1/3 and x = (γ 13 /2)γ 14 n and the union bound, with probability at least 1 − n k/2 e −δ 2 x/3 > 0 the family F contains (1 − δ)x = γ 27 n/3 X-absorbing paths for all (k/2)-sets X simultaneously. We take such a family and delete the (5k/2)-sets that are not absorbing paths for any (k/2)-set and connect the remaining (5k/2)-sets by Lemma 2.5. Since 3k/2 vertices are used to connect each pair of (5k/2)-sets, we obtain the desired absorbing path contains at most γ 14 n · (5k/2 + 3k/2) = 4kγ 14 n vertices which can absorb at least γ 27 n/3 (k/2)-sets, namely, kγ 27 n/6 vertices, proving the lemma.
2.2.
Proof of Lemma 2.5. In this section we prove Lemma 2.5. Throughout this section we will use the following notation. Let k ≥ 4 be an even integer. Given a k-graph H, let X = Y = V (H) k/2 . Set N := |X| = n k/2 . Given a k-graph H, we define the bipartite graph G(H) as follows: G(H) has vertex classes X and Y . Two vertices x ∈ X and y ∈ Y are adjacent in G(H) if and only if x ∪ y ∈ E(H). When it is clear from the context, we will refer to G(H) as G.
Let n, k ≥ 4 be positive integers with k even. Denote by B n,k the bipartite graph with vertex classes X and Y both of sizes N that satisfies the following properties:
are complete bipartite graphs. Furthermore, there are no other edges in B n,k . We will use the following lemma from [28] . [28] ). Given any ε > 0 and even integer k ≥ 4, there exist β > 0 and n 0 ∈ N such that the following holds. Suppose that H is a k-uniform hypergraph on n ≥ n 0 vertices. Suppose further that G := G(H) satisfies G = B n,k ± βN 2 . Then H is ε-close to B n,k or B n,k .
Next claim shows that under our degree condition, if two (k/2)-sets have many connecting (k/2)-sets, then they have many connecting (3k/2)-sets.
have at least γ n k/2 connecting (k/2)-sets, then they have at least γ 4 n 3k/2 connecting (3k/2)-sets.
Proof. First note that by δ k/2 (H) ≥ ( 1 2 − γ) n−k/2 k/2 , for any three (k/2)-sets a, b, c, at least two of them have at least (
To prove the claim, let Z be the set of connecting (k/2)-sets for x, y, then x ∪ z, y ∪ z ∈ E(H) for any z ∈ Z. By the discussion in the previous paragraph, fix any three sets z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ∈ Z, there exists one pair of them such that they have at least (
We count the number of connecting (3k/2)-sets by taking the sum over all triples of sets in Z 3 . Since every pair in Z can be counted at most |Z| − 2 times, we obtain 1
ordered multisets of 3k/2 elements, where the last inequality is because γ is small. Since each (3k/2)-set can be counted at most (3k/2)! times and a multiset with repeated elements contribute O(n 3k/2−1 ) to the quantity above, we obtain at least
connecting (3k/2)-sets for x and y.
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 2.5.
Proof of Lemma 2.5. Suppose 1/n ≪ γ ≪ ε ≪ 1/k. By Proposition 2.1, it suffices to prove the lemma for d = k/2. Let H be a k-graph on n vertices such that
Now assume to the contrary, that there are two (k/2)-sets x and y with fewer than γ 4 n 3k/2 connecting (3k/2)-sets. Thus, by Claim 2.9, there are fewer than γ n k/2 connecting (k/2)-sets for x and y.
Let X 1 be the set of vertices in X satisfying property i) and X 2 be the set of vertices in X satisfying property ii). Clearly, X 1 ∩ X 2 = ∅. By definition and (2.1), for any z ∈ X 1 ,
We also claim that
Note that if this is true, by Lemma 2.8 with β = 30γ, we get that H is ε-close to B n,k orB n,k , a contradiction. This contradiction will complete the proof.
Indeed, if |X 1 | ≥ N/2, we have X ′ 1 ⊆ X 1 , so by the property of the vertices in
In both cases, we have e(
2.3. Proof of Lemma 2.4. We follow the approach from [10] , which uses the weak regularity lemma for hypergraphs, a straightforward extension of Szemerédi's regularity lemma for graphs [26] .
Let H = (V, E) be a k-graph and let A 1 , . . . , A k be mutually disjoint non-empty subsets of V . We define e(A 1 , . . . , A k ) to be the number of edges with one vertex in each A i , i ∈ [k], and the density of H with respect to (A 1 , . . . , A k ) as 10 . For all t 0 ≥ 0 and ε > 0, there exist T 0 = T 0 (t 0 , ε) and n 0 = n 0 (t 0 , ε) so that for every k-graph H = (V, E) on n > n 0 vertices, there exists a partition
A partition as given in Theorem 2.10 is called an (ε, t)-regular partition of H. For an (ε, t)-regular partition of H and d ≥ 0 we refer to Q = (V i ) i∈[t] as the family of clusters and define the cluster hypergraph
The following corollary shows that the cluster hypergraph inherits the minimum codegree of the original hypergraph. The proof is standard and very similar to that of [10, Proposition 16] so we omit the proof. Corollary 2.11. For c, ε, d > 0, an even integer k ≥ 3, and an integer t 0 ≥ 2k 2 /d, there exist T 0 and n 0 such that the following holds. Given a k-graph H on n > n 0 vertices with Proposition 2.12. Given d > 0 and k ≥ 2, every k-partite k-graph H with at most m vertices in each part and with at least dm k edges contains a (k/2)-path on at least dm vertices.
We want to use Proposition 2.12 to cover an (ε, d)-regular tuple (V 1 , . . . , V k ) by k/2-paths. Note that a k-partite (k/2)-path of odd length t has (t + 1)/2 vertices in each cluster. Lemma 2.13. Fix an even integer k ≥ 4 and ε, d > 0 such that
. Then there is a family consisting of k (d−2ε)ε pairwise vertex-disjoint (k/2)-paths which cover all but at most kεm vertices of V.
Proof. We greedily find (k/2)-paths of odd length by Proposition 2.12 in V until every cluster has less than εm vertices uncovered. Assume that every cluster has m ′ ≥ εm vertices uncovered. By regularity, the remaining hypergraph has at least (d − ε)(m ′ ) k edges. We apply Proposition 2.12 and get a (k/2)-path of odd length covering at least
We will find an almost perfect matching in the cluster hypergraph. Since our degree condition does not hold for every d-set, we modify the proof from [19] and give the following result. In [19] , Markström and Ruciński only stated the following theorem for 1 ≤ d < k/2. In fact, their proof works for all values of d such that 1 ≤ d ≤ k − 2.
Theorem 2.14. For each integer k ≥ 3, 1 ≤ d ≤ k − 2 and every 0 < γ < 1/4, ε > 0 the following holds for sufficiently large n. Suppose that H is a k-graph on n vertices such that for all but at most ε n d d-sets S,
Then H contains a matching covering all but at most 2ε 1/k n vertices.
Proof. Let M be a largest matching in H. Assume to the contrary that n − |V (M)| ≥ 2ε 1/k n. Let 
We omit the proofs of these two facts because the minimum degree condition is not involved in their proofs [19, Facts 2 and 3].
where we used the trivial bounds |L S (E)| ≤ k k−d and |A(S)| ≤ m k−d . Observe that given such an S, the number of (k
which means S is bad. Since |X| ≥ 2ε 1/k n, this implies that the number of bad d-sets in X is at least
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 2.4.
It suffices to prove the lemma for the case d = k/2. Suppose H is a k-graph on n vertices and δ k/2 (H) ≥ ( 1 2 − γ) n−k/2 k/2 . We apply Corollary 2.11 with parameters 1 2 − γ, ε, 2γ and t 0 obtaining an (ε, t)-regular
. By Corollary 2.11, for all but at most √ ε t k/2 (k/2)-sets S,
Thus by Theorem 2.14, K contains a matching M covering all but at most 2ε 1/k t vertices. For each edge {i 1 , . . . , i k } ∈ M, the corresponding clusters (V i1 , . . . , V i k ) is (ε, γ ′ )-regular for some γ ′ ≥ γ. Thus we can apply Lemma 2.13 on (V i1 , . . . , V i k ) and get a family of at most k (γ−2ε)ε (k/2)-paths leaving at most kεm vertices uncovered. We do this for each edge in M and get at most t k · k (γ−2ε)ε ≤ p (k/2)-paths, which leaves at most
vertices uncovered in H.
The extremal case -proof of Theorem 1.6
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.6. For two k-graphs H, H ′ on the same vertex set V , let
Let H be given as in Theorem 1.6. When H is close to B n,k (A, B) (respectively, B n,k (A, B) ), we call the even (respectively, odd) edges of H majority edges and odd (respectively, even) edges minority edges. By the minimum d-degree condition and Proposition 2.1, we have δ 1 (H) ≥ (1/2 − ε) n−1 k−1 .
3.1. Proof overview. Before delving into the details, we give an overview of the proof. It consists of three steps and we will also introduce some auxiliary results for the last step, whose proofs we defer to Section 4.
Step 0. Move all vertices that are not α-good and that are contained in more minority edges than majority edges to the other part to obtain a partition A 1 ∪ B 1 of V with |A 1 |, |B 1 | ≈ n/2 such that almost all vertices are good and no vertex is bad with respect to B n,k (A 1 , B 1 ) (or B n,k (A 1 , B 1 ) ). Moreover, every vertex is in 1
Step 1. Build a constant size path P b which breaks the parity barriers discussed in Section 1.3 and extend it to a short path P which contains all the medium vertices. The construction of P b is split into several cases depending on whether n ∈ k 2 N \ kN or not, and whether H is ε-close to B n,k or B n,k . In each case, we apply Lemma 1.8 or Lemma 1.9 to break the parity barriers.
Step 2. Let L and S denote the ends of the path P from Step 1 and by possibly extending P, using more vertices from the larger one of A 1 and B 1 , we make sure that |A 1 \ V (P)| = |B 1 \ V (P)|. Our goal is to pick an edge S ′ L ′ from V \ V (P) and find a suitable paths P 1 with ends S, S ′ and P 2 with ends L, L ′ such that L P S P 1 S ′ L ′ P 2 L forms a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle of H. Below we give some details on how to obtain the paths P 1 and P 2 . We call a set T ⊆ V (H) an (i, j)-set (wrt. A 1 and B 1 ) if |T ∩ A 1 | = i and |T ∩ B 1 | = j. Given integers 0 ≤ r ≤ k and two sets A and B, let K k (A) be the complete k-graph on A and let K k r (A, B) be the k-graph on A ∪ B whose edges are all k-sets intersecting A in precisely r vertices. We pick an edge S ′ L ′ from V \ V (P) and for simplicity we assume in the following that S, S ′ ⊂ A 1 and L, L ′ ⊂ B 1 .
First suppose that H is close to B n,k and note that in this case almost all (k−1, 1)-sets and (1, k−1)sets are edges of H. We use them to build two long paths, one with ends L, L ′ and consisting of (k/2, 0)-sets and (k/2 − 1, 1)-sets alternately and the other with ends S, S ′ and consisting of (0, k/2)sets and (1, k/2 − 1)-sets alternately. To achieve this, we essentially split A 1 \ V (P) and B 1 \ V (P) each into two parts with ratio 1 : (k − 1) and apply the following lemma twice to obtain P 1 and P 2 .
. Then, given any two disjoint (k/2)-sets L 0 , L 1 ⊂ Y , which are α 0 -good with respect to K k 1 (X, Y ), there is a Hamilton (k/2)-path in H with ends L 0 and L 1 . Now suppose that H is close to B n,k . In this case the (k/2)-sets we use for the Hamilton cycle must have the same parity as the ends of P and we will have to deal with four cases depending on the parity of k/2 and that of the ends of P. In order to illustrate the main ideas, we elaborate on the case when both ends of P are even.
If k/2 is even then almost all (k, 0)-sets and (0, k)-sets are edges of H and we find the two paths P 1 and P 2 by using the following lemma. Lemma 3.2. Given an even integer k ≥ 4, suppose 1/t ≪ α 0 ≪ 1/k, where t is an integer. Suppose that H is a k-graph on Y of order |Y | = kt/2 such that every vertex is α 0 -good with respect to K k (Y ). Then, given any two disjoint (k/2)-sets L 0 , L 1 ⊂ Y , which are α 0 -good with respect to K k (Y ), there is a Hamilton (k/2)-path in H with ends L 0 and L 1 .
Next, assume that k/2 is odd. As a (k, 0)-set can only be split into two odd (k/2)-sets yet H is close to B n,k , these sets are not useful. Instead we will use the (k − 2, 2)-sets and (0, k)-sets to construct one path with ends L, L ′ and consisting of (k/2 − 1, 1)-sets, the other with ends S, S ′ and consisting of (0, k/2)-sets. Thus, we essentially split A 1 \ V (P) and B 1 \ V (P) each into two parts with ratio 2 : (k − 2) and apply the following lemma twice to obtain P 1 and P 2 . Lemma 3.3. Given an even integer k ≥ 4, suppose 1/t ≪ α 0 ≪ 1/k. Suppose that H is an n-vertex k-graph on V = X∪Y such that |X| = t, |Y | = (k/2 − 1)t, and that every vertex of H is α 0 -good with respect to K k 2 (X, Y ). Then, given any two disjoint (k/2)-sets L 0 , L 1 , |L i ∩ X| = 1, i ∈ {0, 1}, which are α 0 -good with respect to K k 2 (X, Y ), there is a Hamilton (k/2)-path in H with ends L 0 and L 1 . As mentioned above, we postpone the proofs of Lemma 3.2, 3.3 and 3.1 to Section 4 and first continue with the details of Step 0 and Step 1.
Throughout the rest of the paper let ε 0 := k A, B) ). For simplicity, we write B * for B n,k (A, B) (respectively, for B n,k (A, B) ) if H is ε-close to B n,k (A, B) (respectively, to B n,k (A, B) ).
We observe that at most ε 0 n vertices in H that are not ε 1 -good with respect to B * (A, B) .
the number of vertices which are not ε 1 -good is at most kεn k /(ε 1 n k−1 ) = ε 0 n.
(a) every vertex v is in at least 1 5 n−1 k−1 majority edges (so there is no ε 1 -bad vertex) with respect to (A 1 , B 1 ), (b) all but at most (ε ′ ) 2 n k/2 (k/2)-sets are ε ′ -good with respect to B * (A 1 , B 1 ) , and (c) at most ε ′ 0 n vertices are ε 1 -medium with respect to B * (A 1 , B 1 ). Proof. Starting from the partition A ∪ B, we obtain a new partition A 1 ∪ B 1 by moving all vertices to the other part, that are not ε 1 -good and are contained in more minority edges than majority edges (that is, deg
When a vertex v is moved, all the edges of H that contain v change parity. If we let A ′ ∪ B ′ denote the partition obtained from A ∪ B after moving v to the other part, then
. Furthermore, since at most ε 0 n vertices are not ε 1 -good with respect to B * (A, B) , at most ε 0 n are moved when deriving A 1 ∪ B 1 . Therefore, for every vertex v that is moved, we have
For every vertex v that is not moved, we have
This proves (a).
Since at most ε 0 n vertices are moved, we have
This implies that the number of (k/2)-sets that are not ε ′ -good is at most
as ε is sufficiently small. This proves (b). By a similar calculation, we obtain that at most ε ′ 0 n vertices are ε 1 -medium, proving (c).
Throughout the rest of the paper, whenever we use good, medium, bad, minority, majority etc., the underlying partition referred to is always A 1 ∪B 1 . For brevity, we write B := B n,k (A 1 , B 1 ), B := B n,k (A 1 , B 1 ) and B ′ := B ′ n,k (A 1 , B 1 ). Furthermore, let N (S) := N H (S) denote the collection of (k−|S|)-sets T in V (H)\S such that T ∪ S ∈ E(H).
Lemmas for
Step 1. In this section we collect the lemmas for Step 1.
3.3.1.
Cover all medium vertices. The following lemma puts all medium vertices in a single (k/2)-path. Proof. We build the path with odd ends, the arguments for even ends are the same. Fix a vertex v and let L v be the hypergraph whose edges are all (k − 1)-set S which satisfy
• S contains no ε 1 -medium vertex, and • all (k/2)-subsets of S ∪ {v} are ε ′ -good. By Lemma 3.4 (c) and |U | ≤ ε ′ 0 n there are at most (ε ′ 0 n + |U |) n−1 k−2 ≤ ε ′ 0 n k−1 (k − 1)-sets which fail to have the first two properties while by Lemma 3.4 (b) at most (ε ′ ) 2 n k/2 n−k/2 k/2−1 ≤ (ε ′ ) 2 n k−1 (k − 1)-sets fail to have the third property. As v lies in at least 1 5 n−1 k−1 edges in E * (A 1 , B 1 ) we infer therefore that e(L v ) ≥ 1 6 n−1 k−1 . We greedily put vertices v ∈ M in vertex-disjoint (k/2)-paths of length two, using majority edges and with ε ′ -good odd ends. This is possible since in each step, there are at most 3(k/2)(4|M | − 2) + |U | ≤ 10kε ′ 0 n chosen vertices and in turn, at least 1
n−1 k−1 edges in L v do not intersect these vertices. Among these edges we want to find two that share a (k/2 − 1)-set T such that T ∪ {v} is odd if * = even and even otherwise. This clearly yields the required length two path containing v. To the contrary, suppose that the two edges do not exist. For any fixed (k/2 − 1)-set T , consider the family F T of edges of L v that contain T and that do not intersect the chosen vertices. This family F T must be intersecting, thus, by the Erdős-Ko-Rado theorem [6] , it has size at most n−k/2−1 k/2−1 . Further, there are at most n−1 k/2−1 choices for T , and by summing over all such T each edge in L v is counted (at least once) unless * = even, in which case the edges of L v in A1 k−1 ∪ B1 k−1 may not be counted. Indeed, if * = even, then any edge containing v that is completely in A 1 or B 1 may not be able to be partitioned into two odd (k/2)-sets, namely, one always gets 00. The number of these, however, is at most 2 (1/2+ε0)n k−1 , and thus the number of edges in L v not intersecting the chosen vertices is at most
as k ≥ 6 and n is large. This is a contradiction. It remains to connect these short paths to a single path P M . This can be done by iteratively connecting two ends from two distinct paths by a (k/2)-set. This is possible since all the ends we have are ε ′ -good and the resulting path is not long.
Building a bridge. A crucial component of
Step 1 is the construction of 'bridges', constant size paths that overcomes the parity issues. This is the only place where we use the exact minimum d-degree condition in the proof. The main tools are Lemmas 1.8 and 1.9.
The construction of the bridges depends on the parity of 2n/k and whether H is close to B or B. Note that when n ∈ 2N \ 4N the hypergraph B is not in H ext so we do not need a bridge in this case. Claims 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 handles the remaining three cases. Bridge for B (n ∈ kN) ). Suppose n ∈ kN and H is ε-close to B. Assume that |A 1 | is odd. Then there exists a (k/2)-path P b in H with ε ′ -good ends which has one of the following forms: 101, 010, 00100, 11011, or 001111100.
Proof. Because |A 1 | is odd, we have B ∈ H ext (n, k) and odd edges are minority edges. Suppose there is an ε ′ -bad (k/2)-set R. Then deg B∩H (R) ≥ deg H (R) − ε ′ n k/2 ≥ 1 4 n k/2 , thus by Lemma 3.4 (b) the set R forms an edge in H ∩ B with at least 1 4 n k/2 − (ε ′ ) 2 n k/2 > n k/2−1 sets which are ε ′ -good. By the Erdős-Ko-Rado theorem we can therefore find two disjoint ε ′ -good (k/2)-sets S and T among these neighbors of R and the (k/2)-path SRT has the form 101 or 010, as claimed. We may therefore assume that there is no ε ′ -bad (k/2)-set. By Lemma 1.9, H contains two odd edges that are either disjoint or sharing exactly k/2 vertices.
If the former case occurs, then we partition these two disjoint edges arbitrarily into R 1 S 1 , R 2 S 2 such that R 1 , R 2 are odd (k/2)-sets (which thus are not ε ′ -bad). Further, by Lemma 3.4 (b) the number of (k/2)-sets that at are ε ′ -medium is at most (ε ′ ) 2 n k/2 . Thus, we can find odd ε ′ -good (k/2)-sets T i ∈ N (R i ) for i = 1, 2 and even ε ′ -good (k/2)-sets W i ∈ N (S i ) for i = 1, 2 such that all chosen (k/2)-sets are disjoint. At last, since T 1 , T 2 are ε ′ -good, we can pick an odd (k/2)-set T ∈ N (T 1 ) ∩ N (T 2 ) disjoint from all chosen sets. Now we get the path W 1 S 1 R 1 T 1 T T 2 R 2 S 2 W 2 which has the form 001111100 and ε ′ -good ends.
In the latter case, when H contains two odd edges sharing exactly k/2 vertices, the path SRT has the form 101 or 010. Since S and T are not ε ′ -bad and the number of (k/2)-sets that at are ε ′ -medium is at most (ε ′ ) 2 n k/2 , we can find an ε ′ -good (k/2)-sets S ′ ∈ N (S) (respectively, T ′ ∈ N (T )) with the same parity as S (respectively, as T ). This yields a bridge S ′ SRT T ′ of the form 00100 or 11011 with ε ′ -good ends. Bridge for B (n ∈ kN) ). Suppose n ∈ kN and H is ε-close to B. Assume that n/k − |A 1 | is odd. Then there exists a (k/2)-path P b in H with ε ′ -good ends, which has one of the following forms: 000, 111, 01110, 10001, or 100101001.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the previous one. Because n/k−|A 1 | is odd, B ∈ H ext (n, k) and even edges are minority edges. Suppose there is an ε ′ -bad (k/2)-set R. Then deg B∩H (R) ≥ deg H (R) − ε ′ n k/2 ≥ 1 4 n k/2 , thus by Lemma 3.4 (b) the set R forms an edge in H ∩ B with at least 1 4 n k/2 − (ε ′ ) 2 n k/2 > n k/2−1 sets which are ε ′ -good. By the Erdős-Ko-Rado theorem we can therefore find two disjoint ε ′ -good (k/2)-sets S and T among these neighbors of R and the (k/2)-path SRT has the form 000 or 111, as claimed. We may therefore assume that there is no ε ′ -bad (k/2)-set. By Lemma 1.9, H contains two even edges that are disjoint or sharing k/2 vertices.
In the former case, we partition these two edges arbitrarily into R 1 S 1 , R 2 S 2 such that all of them are even (k/2)-sets (and thus none of them is ε ′ -bad). Further, by Lemma 3.4 (b) the number of (k/2)-sets that are ε ′ -medium is at most (ε ′ ) 2 n k/2 . Thus we can find odd ε ′ -good (k/2)-sets T i ∈ N (R i ) and W i ∈ N (S i ) for i = 1, 2 such that all chosen (k/2)-sets are disjoint. Lastly, since T 1 , T 2 are ε ′ -good, we can pick an even (k/2)-set T ∈ N (T 1 ) ∩ N (T 2 ) disjoint from all chosen sets. Now we get a bridge
of the form 100101001 with ε ′ -good ends.
In the latter case, when H contains two even edges sharing exactly k/2 vertices, the path SRT has the form 000 or 111. Since S and T are not ε ′ -bad and the number of (k/2)-sets that at are ε ′ -medium is at most (ε ′ ) 2 n k/2 , we can find ε ′ -good (k/2)-sets S ′ ∈ N (S) (respectively, T ′ ∈ N (T )) which have parity opposite to S (respectively, to T ). So we get a bridge S ′ SRT T ′ of the form 10001 or 01110 with ε ′ -good ends.
At last, consider the case n ∈ k 2 N \ kN and H is ε-close to B. The following claim finds a bridge to overcome the parity issues.
There exists a (k/2)-path P b in H with ε ′ -good ends which contains one or three even edges and satisfies the following.
• If ⌊n/k⌋ − |A 1 | is even, then the bridge has the form 1001, 0110101110 or 01101011010110;
• If ⌊n/k⌋ − |A 1 | is odd, then the bridge has the form 0110, 1001010001 or 10010100101001.
We need some preparations before giving a proof of Claim 3.8. Suppose n ∈ k 2 N \ kN and H is ε-close to B. In this case, in addition, we may assume that the partition (A 1 , B 1 ) satisfies that deg B (S) ≤ deg B (T ) for any S ∈ A1 d and any T ∈ B1 d -if A 1 , B 1 does not satisfy this, then simply swap them. Our ideal situation is to have a bridge of the form 00 (an edge that can be split into two ε ′ -good even (k/2)-sets) if ⌊n/k⌋ − |A| is even, and a bridge of the form 11 otherwise. However, this may not be possible and thus we have to look for longer bridges. Let us first give two useful observations. Fact 3.9. Suppose there is an even edge e = S ∪ T such that both S and T are even (respectively, odd) (k/2)-sets, then there is an even edge e ′ (not necessarily distinct from e) which can be partitioned into two even (respectively, odd) (k/2)-sets that are not ε ′ -bad.
Proof. We only prove the case when S and T are both even because the proof when they are both odd is identical. For 1 < i ≤ k/2, let ε i := k 1/2 ε i/(2k) and note that ε ′ = ε k/2 ≪ ε k/2−1 ≪ · · · ≪ ε 1 . Suppose that S or T is ε ′ -bad. Let ℓ be the minimum integer such that there exists an ε ℓ -bad ℓ-set L. By Lemma 3.4 (c) there is no ε 1 -bad vertex, thus ℓ > 1. Further, since S or T is ε k/2 -bad, we have ℓ ≤ k/2. Let ℓ 1 = ⌊ℓ/2⌋ and ℓ 2 = ⌈ℓ/2⌉. We split L arbitrarily into L 1 and L 2 of order ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 , respectively.
Since 
1)
where the last inequality follows from the choice of ε ℓ .
Let m(L i ), i ∈ [2] , denote the number of (k/2 − ℓ i )-sets L ′ i such that L 1 ∪ L ′ i is an even (k/2)-set and not ε ′ -bad. We then claim that m(L i ) ≤ ε ℓi n k/2−ℓi for some i ∈ [2] . Otherwise, the number of (k − ℓ)-sets L ′ 1 ∪ L ′ 2 such that both L 1 ∪ L ′ 1 and L 2 ∪ L ′ 2 are even (k/2)-sets and not ε ′ -bad is at least m(L 1 )m(L 2 ) > (ε ℓ1 ε ℓ2 − o(1))n k−ℓ = (k 1/2 ε ℓ − o(1))n k−ℓ > 2ε ℓ n k−ℓ . By (3.1), one of these (k − ℓ)-sets lies in N (L), that is, e ′ = (L 1 ∪ L ′ 1 ) ∪ (L 2 ∪ L ′ 2 ) is the desired even edge and we are done. Without loss of generality, assume that m(L 1 ) ≤ ε ℓ1 n k/2−ℓ1 . Then
which means that L 1 is ε ℓ1 -bad, contradicting the minimality assumption on ℓ.
We will use the following simple fact. Case 1. ⌊n/k⌋ − |A 1 | is even. Suppose first that H contains an even edge that can be split into two even (k/2)-sets. Then by Fact 3.9, there is an even edge which can be split into two even (k/2)-sets L 1 , L 2 that are not ε ′ -bad. We can then pick ε ′ -good odd (k/2)-sets L 3 , L 4 such that L 3 L 1 L 2 L 4 is a (k/2)-path of the form 1001 with good ends and we are done.
We can therefore assume that no even edge of H can be split into two even (k/2)-sets. Then, for k ∈ 4N we derive from by Fact 3.10 (ii) and (iii) that H has no even edge. This is a contradiction because δ d (H) > δ d (B). Moreover, for k ∈ 2N \ 4N we derive from Fact 3.10 (ii) that all even edges of H are in A 1 . Note that in this case B ′ ∈ H ext (n, k) and δ d (B ′ ) is attained by d-sets in A1 d . Further, we observe that every (k/2)-set in A 1 is not ε ′ -bad. Indeed, fix any (k/2)-set L in A 1 . Since there is no even (i, k − i)-edge, 0 ≤ i < k, which contains L, we know that
as k ≥ 6 and ε 0 is small enough. Together with δ k/2 (
Let H 1 be the k-graph consisting of even edges in A 1 . By the definition of δ(n, k, d), we know that δ d (H 1 ) > δ d (S |A1|,k ). Applying Lemma 1.8 on H 1 gives e 1 , e 2 , e 3 such that e 1 ∩ (e 2 ∪ e 3 ) = ∅ and |e 2 ∩ e 3 | ∈ {0, k/2}. If |e 2 ∩ e 3 | = 0 then we split e i , i ∈ [3], into two (odd) (k/2)-sets L i , L ′ i . Since L i , L ′ i are not ε ′ -bad, we can find disjoint ε ′ -good even (k/2)-sets S i ∈ N (L i ), S ′ i ∈ N (L i ) for i ∈ [3] . Finally, we pick two odd (k/2)-sets T 1 ∈ N (S ′ 1 ) ∩ N (S 2 ) and T 2 ∈ N (S ′ 2 ) ∩ N (S 3 ) such that they are all disjoint and disjoint from all chosen sets. This yields the path
such that they are all disjoint and disjoint from all chosen sets. This yields the path
which has the form 0110101110.
Case 2. ⌊n/k⌋ − |A 1 | is odd. If H contains an even edge that can be partitioned into two odd (k/2)-sets, then by Fact 3.9, there is an even edge which can be partitioned into two odd (k/2)-sets L 1 , L 2 that are not ε ′ -bad. So we can pick ε ′ -good even (k/2)-sets L 3 , L 4 such that L 3 L 1 L 2 L 4 is a (k/2)-path of the form 0110 with ε ′ -good ends and we are done.
We can therefore assume that there is no even edge that can be partitioned into two odd (k/2)-sets. Then, for k ∈ 2N \ 4N we derive from Fact 3.10 (i) and (iii) that all even edges of H are in thus L is not ε ′ -bad by a similar calculation. If H contains three even edges e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ∈ H[A 1 ]∪H[B 1 ] such that e 1 ∩(e 2 ∪e 3 ) = ∅ and |e 2 ∩e 3 | ∈ {0, k/2}, then we find the bridge as follows. If |e 2 ∩ e 3 | = 0, we partition each e i , i ∈ [3], into two (even) (k/2)-sets L i , L ′ i . Since they are not ε ′ -bad, we can find disjoint ε ′ -good odd (k/2)-sets
which has the form 10010100101001. Otherwise let e 2 ∩ e 3 = L 0 , we partition e 1 into L 1 ∪ L 2 and let L 3 = e 2 \ e 3 and L 4 = e 3 \ e 2 . Similarly, we pick ε ′ -good odd (k/2)-sets S i ∈ N (L i ) for i ∈ [4] and an even (k/2)-set T ∈ N (S 2 ) ∩ N (S 3 ) such that they are all disjoint and disjoint from all chosen sets. This yields the path ], we obtain that e 1 , e 2 , e 3 such that e 1 ∩ (e 2 ∪ e 3 ) = ∅ and |e 2 ∩ e 3 | ∈ {0, k/2}, as desired.
3.4. The proof of Theorem 1.6. We now prove Theorem 1.6, following the overview from Section 3.1. In particular, we use the partition A 1 ∪ B 1 obtained in Lemma 3.4 and as mentioned in the overview, the proof of Theorem 1.6 splits into several cases depending on whether n ∈ k 2 N \ kN or not and whether H is ε-close to B or B. Each case may be further split depending on the parity of the ends of P, the path to be establish in Step 1. We recall also that the binary representations of edges from B in a (k/2)-path are 00 or 11 while those of edges in B are 01 or 10.
3.4.1. The case n ∈ kN and H is ε-close to B. In this case n is even since k is even.
Step 1. We first build a short path P that contains the bridge from Claim 3.6 and all medium vertices. Claim 3.11. There exists a (k/2)-path P in H such that • |V (P)| ≤ 3kε ′ 0 n, • V (P) contains all ε 1 -medium vertices, • the ends of P are ε ′ -good (k/2)-sets with the same parity, • P has an odd length and |A 1 \ V (P)| is even.
Proof. We separate cases based on the parity of |A 1 |. is odd (and thus B ∈ H ext (n, k) ).
We apply Claim 3.6 to obtain the path P b of even length, whose ends are either both odd (i.e., P has the binary representation 101 or 11011) or both even (i.e., P is of the form 010, 00100, or 001111100). Further, let M denote the set of ε 1 -medium vertices and apply Lemma 3.5 with U = V (P b ) to obtain the path P M , which has even length, is disjoint from U and covers all vertices in M . Moreover, Lemma 3.5 allow us to choose the parity of the ends of P M and we choose it to be the same as the ends of P b . In particular, if they are odd (respectively, even) then the binary representation of P M is an all 1 string of odd length due to its even length (respectively, a constant 0 string).
As all ends are ε ′ -good and have the same parity we can connect one end of P b with one end of P M by a (k/2)-set with the same parity as these ends. We extend the path by one edge to obtain the path P odd length while keeping the ends ε ′ -good and of the same parity. Note that |V (P)| ≤ (9 + 4ε ′ 0 n + 1)k/2 ≤ 3kε ′ 0 n and that there is an odd number of 1's in the binary representation of P. Thus |V (P)∩A 1 | is odd, |A 1 \V (P)| is even and P is the desired (k/2)-path. Case 2. |A 1 | is even (and thus B / ∈ H ext (n, k)).
We find the path P M with even ends by applying Lemma 3.5 with U = ∅. We extend the path by one more edge to make its length odd and the resulting path P satisfies all the requirements of Claim 3.11.
Step 2. Let P be the (k/2)-path obtained from Step 1, Claim 3.11, with ends denoted by L and S. Let A ′ 1 = A 1 \ V (P) and B ′ 1 = B 1 \ V (P) and note that |A ′ 1 | is even by Claim 3.11 . We will extend P to a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle by applying Lemma 3.2 or Lemma 3.3 depending on k and the parity of L and S. Before being able to do so we need to make some adjustments to the partitions.
Case (i). The sets L, S are even and k ∈ 4N.
Let b ≡ |A ′ 1 | mod k/2 such that 0 ≤ b < k/2 and note that b is even as |A ′ 1 | and k/2 are both even. We pick an ε ′ -
Next we pick ε ′ -good (0, k/2)-sets L 1 , L 2 and ε ′ -good (k/2, 0)-sets S 1 , S 2 from (A ′ 1 ∪ B ′ 1 ) \ L ′ , all disjoint and such that L ′ L 1 , SS 1 , L 2 S 2 ∈ E(H).
Let us verify the assumptions of Lemma 3. 
For any
Case (ii). The sets L, S are even and k ∈ 2N \ 4N.
Let b ≡ |A ′ 1 | mod (k/2−1) such that 0 ≤ b < k/2−1. Then b is even as |A ′ 1 | and k/2−1 are both even. We pick an ε ′ -good (b, k/2 − b)-set L ′ from A ′ 1 ∪ B ′ 1 such that LL ′ ∈ E(H) and consequently |A ′ 1 \ L ′ | ∈ ( k 2 − 1)N. Next we pick ε ′ -good (0, k/2)-sets L 1 , L 2 and ε ′ -good (k/2 − 1, 1)-sets S 1 , Figure 1 . An illustration of the Hamilton cycle in Case (i) and such that L ′ L 1 , SS 1 ,
with α 0 = 2 k ε 1 and sets S 1 , S 2 and obtain a Hamilton path P 1 with ends S 1 , S 2 . Note that
and it is easy to check that every vertex is α 0 -good, with α 0 = √ ε 1 , and that L 1 and L 2 are both α 0 -good with
with α 0 = √ ε 1 and sets L 1 , L 2 to obtain a Hamilton path P 2 with ends L 1 , L 2 . Thus, we get a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle of H.
Case (iii). The sets L, S are odd and k ∈ 2N \ 4N.
This case becomes Case (ii) after we exchange A 1 and B 1 (thus L and S become even).
Case (iv). The sets L, S are odd and k ∈ 4N. Without loss of generality, assume |B ′ 1 | ≥ |A ′ 1 | and let b := |B ′ 1 | − |A ′ 1 | = n − |V (P)| − 2|A ′ 1 |. As |A ′ 1 | is even, P has odd length and n ∈ kN we have b ∈ 4N. Further, as |A 1 |, |B 1 | ≥ (1/2 − ε 0 )n and |V (P)| < 3kε ′ 0 n, we have b ≤ ||B 1 | − |A 1 || + |V (P)| ≤ 2ε 0 n + 3kε ′ 0 n ≤ 4kε ′ 0 n. To balance out the sizes of A ′ 1 and B ′ 1 we extend P slightly, using more vertices from B ′ 1 while keeping the main properties of P. If k/4 − 1 is odd, we greedily extend P from L by b/2 ε ′ -good (k/4 − 1, k/4 + 1)sets and denote the path obtained by P ′ . Otherwise k/4 − 1 is even and we greedily extend the path P from L by b/4 ε ′ -good (k/4 − 2, k/4 + 2)-sets (note that k ≥ 12 in this case). We denote the resulting path by P ′ if b/4 is even. Otherwise, we extend the path by one more ε ′ -good (k/4, k/4)-set and let the resulting path be P ′ . Note that the above process is possible since all sets involved are odd and ε ′ -good. Let L ′ be the new end of P ′ and let A ′′
By definition, P ′ has an odd length and consequently |V \ V (P ′ )| ∈ kN and m ∈ (k/2)N.
Next we pick ε ′ -good (k/2 − 1, 1)-sets L 1 , L 2 and ε ′ -good (1, k/2 − 1)-sets S 1 , S 2 from V \ V (P ′ ) such that L ′ L 1 , SS 1 , L 2 S 2 ∈ E(H). Let X be an arbitrary subset of A ′′ 1 \ (L 1 ∪ L 2 ) of order 2m/k containing S 1 ∩ A 1 and S 2 ∩ A 1 , and let Y be an arbitrary subset of B ′′ 1 \ (S 1 ∪ S 2 ) of order 2m/k containing Figure 2 . An illustration of the Hamilton cycle in Case (iv) 3.4.2. The case n ∈ k 2 N \ kN and H is ε-close to B. The proof of this subsection is almost identical to the one in Section 3.4.1. As B / ∈ H ext (n, k), we do not need the bridge P b . We apply Lemma 3.5 to build a path that i) contains all medium vertices, ii) has even length, and iii) with good ends that have the same parity as |A 1 | (recall that Lemma 3.5 allows us to decide the parity of the ends). Note that if we extend this path by one more good (k/2)-set, we obtain a path P that satisfies all criteria of Claim 3.11.
Step 2 is the same as in Section 3.4.1.
3.4.3.
The case n ∈ kN and H is ε-close to B.
Step 1. We also find a short path P as in the previous cases.
• the ends of P are ε ′ -good (k/2)-sets with different parities, • P has an odd length and |A 1 \ V (P)| − n−|V (P)| k is even.
Proof. We separate cases based on the parity of n/k − |A 1 |. Case 1. n/k − |A 1 | is odd (and thus B ∈ H ext (n, k)).
Let P b be given by Claim 3.7 which contains exactly two even edges. Let M be the set of ε 1 -medium vertices and we apply Lemma 3.5 with U = V (P b ) to find a path P M , which covers M , has even length and such that its ends have the same parity as those of P b . As the ends of P M and P b are ε ′ -good and have same parity we can connect these paths by one (k/2)-set whose parity is opposite to these ends.
We extend the path by one more edge to make its length odd and denote the resulting path by P. Note that the ends of P are ε ′ -good, have different parities and |V (P)| ≤ (9 + 4ε ′ 0 n + 1)k/2 ≤ 3kε ′ 0 n. It remains to show that |A 1 \ V (P)| − n−|V (P)| k is even. Let t := |V (P)|/k ∈ N. Since all but two edges of P are odd, P contains t + 1 (when P b has the form 111 or 01110) or t − 1 (when P b has the form 000, 10001 or 100101001) odd (k/2)-sets. This implies that |A 1 \ V (P)| ≡ |A 1 | − (t − 1) (mod 2). Thus we have
Case 2. n/k − |A 1 | is even.
Since B / ∈ H ext (n, k), we do not need to build the bridge to correct the parity. We find the path P M with even ends by applying Lemma 3.5 with U = ∅, and then extend P M by one good odd (k/2)-set. Denote the resulting path by P. So P has an odd length and its ends have different parities. It remains to show that |A 1 \ V (P)| − n−|V (P)| k is even. Note that by definition, P contains t := |V (P)|/k odd (k/2)-sets, and thus
Step 2. Let P be the (k/2)-path obtained from Step 1, Claim 3.12, with ends denoted by L and S where L is odd and S is even. Let n 1 = |A 1 \ V (P)| and n 2 = |B 1 \ V (P)|. Without loss of generality assume n 2 ≥ n 1 and let b := n 2 − n 1 . We will extend P to a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle by applying Lemma 3.1 and are thus required to make some adjustments before being able to do so. Note that
Moreover, by the definition of A 1 and B 1 and Claim 3.12, we have b ≤ ||B 1 | − |A 1 || + |V (P)| ≤ 2ε 0 n + 3kε ′ 0 n ≤ 4kε ′ 0 n. We separate two cases according to the parity of k/2.
Case i). k ∈ 2N \ 4N. By Claim 3.12, n 1 − n−|V (P)| k is even. Note that k − 2 ∈ 4N and together with (3.6), we have b ∈ 4N.
Note that k/4 − 1/2 and k/4 − 3/2 are two consecutive integers and without loss of generality, assume that k/4 − 1/2 is even. We greedily extend the path P from L by b/4 ε ′ -good (k/4 − 1/2, k/4 + 1/2)-sets and b/4 ε ′ -good (k/4 − 3/2, k/4 + 3/2)-sets alternately. This process is possible since all edges involved are odd. Let the resulting path be P ′ and note that it has odd length.
Further, by possibly extending P by one ε ′ -good (0, k/2)-set and one ε ′ -good (k/2, 0)-set we may assume that 2 k m is odd while conserving the above mentioned properties. Moreover, we have that |V (P ′ )| ≤ |V (P)| + (b/4
and sets L 1 , L 2 to obtain a Hamilton path P 1 with ends L 1 , L 2 . We apply Lemma 3.
√ ε 1 and sets S 1 , S 2 to obtain a Hamilton path P 2 with ends S 1 , S 2 . This yields a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle of H.
Case ii). k ∈ 4N.
Then we have b ∈ 2N according to (3.6) . Note that k/4 and k/4 − 1 are two consecutive integers and without loss of generality, assume that k/4 is even. Now we greedily extend the path P from L by b/2 ε ′ -good (k/4, k/4)-sets and b/2 ε ′ -good (k/4 − 1, k/4 + 1)-sets. Note that the above process is possible since all edges involved are odd. Let the resulting path be P ′ and note that it has odd length. Let A ′ 1 = A 1 \ V (P ′ ) and
is even by Claim 3.12. We claim that m/k ∈ N. Indeed, otherwise 2m/k must be odd, and from
we infer that m is odd. Since k/2 is even, we obtain 2m/k / ∈ N, a contradiction. Let the new end of P ′ be L ′ and note that |V (P ′ )| ≤ |V (P)| + b · k/2 ≤ 4k 2 ε ′ 0 n. Next we pick disjoint ε ′good sets: (0, k/2)-sets L 1 , L 2 , (k/2, 0)-sets S 1 , S 2 , (1, k/2 − 1)-set R 1 , and (k/2 − 1, 1)-set
) ∪ X] with α 0 = √ ε 1 and sets L 1 , L 2 and obtain a Hamilton path P 1 with ends L 1 , L 2 . Then apply Lemma 3.1 again on H[(A ′ 1 \ (X ∪ R 1 ∪ R 2 )) ∪ Y ] with α 0 = √ ε 1 and sets S 1 , S 2 and obtain a Hamilton path P 2 with ends S 1 , S 2 . Thus, we get a Hamilton (k/2)-cycle -if (A 1 , B 1 ) does not satisfy this, then simply swap them. Similar as in previous cases, we will prove the following claim. Claim 3.13. There exists a (k/2)-path P in H such that
• the ends of P are ε ′ -good (k/2)-sets with different parities, • P has an even length and |A 1 \ V (P)| − n−|V (P)| k is even.
Before proving the claim we note that, the Step 2 is the same as in the case n ∈ kN and H is ε-close to B since |A 1 \ V (P)| − n−|V (P)| k is even. It is thus left to prove Claim 3.13.
Proof of Claim 3.13. Let P b be the path given by Claim 3.8. Let P M be the path with even ends given by Lemma 3.5 with U = V (P b ), and then connect P M and P b by one or two (k/2)-sets. This is possible because their ends are ε ′ -good.
We extend the path by one more edge if its ends have the same parity and denote the resulting path by P. Note that P contains one or three even edges and its two ends have different parities. This implies that P has even length. We have |V (P)| ≤ 3kε ′ 0 n similarly as in other cases. It remains to show that
In this case P contains one even edge of the form 11 or three even edges of the form 00. In either case we have
is even.
Case 2. ⌊n/k⌋ − |A 1 | is even. So |A 1 | ≡ n/k − 1/2 (mod 2).
In this case P contains one even edge of the form 00 or three even edges of the form 11. In either case we have |A 1 ∩ V (P)| ≡ 1 2 |V (P)| k/2 − 1 (mod 2), namely, the number of digit 1's in P and in a path of the form 00101 · · · 01 are congruent modulo 2. Thus
Deferred Proofs
For a k-graph H, let H :
To prove these three lemmas, we need some results of Glebov, Person, and Weps [9] . Given 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k − 1 and 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, an ordered set (
It was shown in [9] that every k-graph G with very large minimum vertex degree contains a tight Hamilton cycle. The proof of [9, Theorem 2] actually shows that any tight path of constant length with two typical ends can be extended to a tight Hamilton cycle. We also use [9, Lemma 3] , in which V 2k−2 denotes the set of all (2k − 2)-tuples of not necessarily distinct elements of V . Lemma 4.2 ([9]). Given 1 ≤ k and 0 < α ≪ 1, there exists an m 0 such that the following holds. Suppose that G is a k-graph on V with |V | = m ≥ m 0 and δ 1 (G) ≥ (1 − α) m−1 k−1 . Then with probability at least 8/11 a randomly selected (x 1 , . . . , x 2k−2 ) ∈ V 2k−2 is such that all x i 's are distinct and (x 1 , . . . , x k−1 ), (x k , . . . , x 2k−2 ) are (22α)
Equipped with these auxiliary results we now give the proofs of Lemma 3.2, 3.3, and 3.1.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let α 0 ≪ α 1 ≪ α ≪ 1. By the assumption of the lemma we have
Since t is large enough, we have,
Since L 0 and L 1 are α 0 -good with respect to K k (Y ), we have deg 1 k−1 -typical tuples (z 1 , . . . , z k/2 ) and (y 1 , . . . , y k/2 ) of k distinct elements for which (4.1) holds. By applying Theorem 4.1 with ℓ = k/2 and α we obtain a tight Hamilton path in H ′ with ends (z k/2 , z k/2−1 , · · · , z 1 ) and (y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y k/2 ). Together with L 0 and L 1 this yields the desired (k/2)-path in H.
Next we prove Lemma 3.3. Another proof with a similar strategy can be found in [11, Lemma 3.10] .
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let α 0 ≪ α ≪ 1 and let X, Y, L 0 , L 1 be given. Throughout this proof we refer to an α-good set with respect to K k 2 (X, Y ) simply as α-good. A set S ⊂ V (H) we call an (a, b)-set if |S ∩ X| = a and |S ∩ Y | = b and we further write ABx for A ∪ B ∪ {x}.
Write X = {x 1 , . . . , x t }. The main idea here is to partition Y into (k/2 − 1)-sets {S 1 , . . . , S t } where S 1 x r1 S 2 x r2 · · · S t x rt is the desired Hamilton path satisfying that {r 1 , . . . , r t } = [t], L 0 = S 1 ∪ {x r1 } and L 1 = S t ∪ {x rt }. To achieve this we plan to find a partition of Y into {S 1 , . . . , S t } so that we can carry out the following two-step process. First for odd i ∈ [t − 1] we greedily choose r i such that S i x ri S i+1 (as a (k − 1)-set) has high degree in H to the remaining vertices of X, denoted by X ′ . Second we use Hall's Theorem on the auxiliary bipartite graph on X ′ and {i ∈ [t − 1], i even} where x j ∼ i if and only if both S i x ri S i+1 x j , S i+1 x j S i+2 x ri+2 ∈ E(H). Both of these would follow if all S i 's are 'typical', in particular, the second step requires that every vertex in X ′ has high degree in Γ. It is not clear to us how to find such a partition of Y , but it is easy to argue that the number of vertices in X ′ with low degree is small. To resolve this, before we partition Y into (k/2 − 1)-sets, we first choose some random (k/2 − 1)-sets as buffer setsthey can be used to match an arbitrary set of small number of vertices in X. Namely, we will first set aside a small set A of structures in X ∪ Y and run the main idea on the remaining part of H; then the small proportion of wrong vertices in X ′ can be taken care by A so that we can apply Hall's Theorem on the majority of the bipartite graph Γ.
One main step in our proof is to establish the following claim. 
. . , R 2q−1 } are families of (1, k/2 − 1)-sets and R even = {R 2 , R 4 , . . . , R 2q } is a family of (0, k/2 − 1)-sets such that • A consists of mutually disjoint subsets of V \ L 0 and L ′ 1 is α-good. Furthermore,
• for each R 2i ∈ R even the sets L 2i R 2i and R 2i L 2i+1 are both α-good and conversely, for each x ∈ X there are at least q/2 sets in R even such that L 2i R 2i x ∈ E(H) and xR 2i L 2i+1 ∈ E(H).
Note that once we have matched R even with a set {x 2 , x 4 , . . . , x 2q } = X even ⊂ X \ V (A) such that L 2i R 2i x 2i , R 2i x 2i L 2i+1 ∈ E(H) we will obtain the k/2-path
with α-good ends L 1 and L ′ 1 . Moreover, due to the third property of the claim we have the flexibility of choosing X even to contain q/2 arbitrary vertices of X. Lastly, by the first property we can guarantee that Y \ (V (A) ∪ L 0 ) is an odd multiple of k/2. Figure 3 . The (k/2)-path formed by the members of A Proof of Claim 4.3. For each (2, 3 2 k − 3)-set S we fix a partition S = LRL ′ , where L, L ′ are (1, k/2 − 1)-sets and R is a (0, k 2 − 1)-set. Let F be the collection of such sets S = LRL ′ , such that L, L ′ , LR and RL ′ are all α-good. Further, let S(x) denote the collection of those S = LRL ′ such that LRx, xRL ′ ∈ E(H). We first establish that
To see (4.2) let B i,j (x), with i ≤ 2 and j ≤ k − 2 and x ∈ X, denote the family of (i, j)-sets in H, which contain x and are not α-good. As all vertices are α 0 -good, the number of (2, k − 1)-sets in H containing x is at most α 0 n k−1 . On the other hand each element in B i,j (x) gives rise to at least αn k−i−j such (2, k − 2)-sets, thus
By summing over x we conclude that the number of (1, k 2 )-sets in H, which are not α-good, is at most α 2 n k/2 while the number of (1, k − 2)-sets in H, which are not α-good, is at most α 2 n k−1 . Thus, the number of (2, 3 2 k − 3) sets S = LRL ′ ∈ F -i.e. such that some of the sets L, L ′ , LR, or RL ′ is not α-good -is at most
This establishes the first part of (4.2). Further, note that the number of (2, 3k/2 − 3)-sets S ∈ S(x) is at most B 1,k−2 (x) · |X| |Y | k/2−1 ≤ α |X| 2 |Y | 3k/2−3 , thus the second part follows from the first part. We sequentially choose a family of q elements from F , making at each step a random choice of an element disjoint from the chosen ones. By (4.2) and that at most k + q · 3k/2 vertices are already chosen, for any x ∈ X and at each step, the probability that the random (2, 3k/2 − 3)-set is in S(x) is at least
where X * and Y * denote the intermediate sets of not chosen vertices in X and Y , respectively. By Lemma 2.6 with δ = 1/3 and the union bound, there exists a family F ′ = {S 2 , S 4 . . . , S 2q } of disjoint (2, 3 2 k − 3)-sets, which contains at least q/2 members from each S(x), x ∈ X. Let S 2i = L 2i R 2i L 2i+1 be the implied partition of S 2i which yields the families L = {L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L 2q+1 } and R even = {R 2 , R 4 , . . . , R 2q } with the required properties. We now choose a family
, which is possible since L 2i−1 and L 2i are both α-good. Finally, if t is even, we find an α-good
and let G be the (k − 2)-graph on Y ′ which consists of all α-good (k − 2)-sets, i.e., which form an edge in H with all but at most αn 2 elements from X 2 . Then we have
since a v ∈ Y ′ which violates this condition would be contained in at least α |Y ′ |−1 k−3 · αn 2 > αn k−1 nonedges in H, contradicting that v is a α 0 -good vertex in H. Thus, by Lemma 4.2 with probability at least 8/11, uniformly chosen (ẑ 1 , . . . ,ẑ k/2−1 ), (ŷ 1 , . . . ,ŷ k/2−1 ) ∈ V k−1 form two disjoint ordered (22α)
Moreover the probability that L ′ 1 ∪{ẑ 1 , . . . ,ẑ k/2−1 } (or L 0 ∪{ŷ 1 , . . . ,ŷ k/2−1 }, respectively) is √ α-good is at least 1 − √ α due to the α-goodness of L ′ 1 and L 0 . Therefore, there exists a choice which satisfies both properties which we denote by (z 1 , . . . , z k/2−1 ), (y 1 , . . . , y k/2−1 ). Applying Theorem 4.1 we obtain a tight Hamilton path of G P = z k/2−1 z k/2−2 · · · z 1 · · · · · · y 1 y 2 · · · y k/2−1 and by following its order we obtain a partition of Y ′ into (k/2 − 1)-sets S 1 = {z 1 , . . . , z k/2−1 }, S 2 , . . . , S t ′ = {y 1 , . . . , y k/2−1 }.
Since P is a tight path in G, we have that each S i S i+1 is α-good (0, k − 2)-set in H and by the choice of (z 1 , . . . , z k/2−1 ) and (y 1 , . . . , y k/2−1 ) from above we also have that L ′ 1 ∪ S 1 , L 0 ∪ S t ′ are √ α-good. In the following we will match {S i } i∈[t ′ ] ∪ R even with the vertices of X \ V (A) ∪ L 0 to form the desired Hamilton (k/2)-path of H. To do so we will use the following two round process (1) Recall that t ′ is odd. We match S 2 , S 4 , . . . , S t ′ −1 with suitable vertices x 2 , x 4 , . . . , x t ′ −1 so that for each even i ∈ [t ′ ] the sets S i−1 S i x i and S i S i+1 x i are √ α/2-good (0, k − 1)-sets. (2) By making use of the properties of R even we then match the remaining vertices from X with {S 1 , S 3 , . . . S t ′ } ∪ R even to complete the Hamilton (k/2)-path in H.
Concerning the first step we can simply greedily choose x 2 , x 4 , . . . , x t ′ −1 ∈ X \ (V (A) ∪ L 0 ). Note that |(V (A) ∪ L ′ 1 ∪ L 0 ) ∩ X| ≤ 3q + 2 = 12k √ αt + 2. Moreover, as S 2i−1 S 2i and S 2i S 2i+1 are α-good, there are at most 2 √ α|V | ≤ k √ αt vertices x ∈ X such that S 2i−1 S 2i x or S 2i S 2i+1 x is not √ α/2-good. Thus, all but at most 14k √ αt vertices in X are not available as candidate for x 2i initially and therefore the process can be done greedily as we only need (t ′ − 1)/2 ≤ |X|/2 vertices of X.
To carry out the second step let X 1 := X \ (V (A) ∪ L ′ 1 ∪ L 0 ∪ {x 2 , x 4 , . . . , x t ′ −1 }) and note that |X 1 | = (t ′ + 1)/2 + q. Let I = {1, 3, . . . , t ′ } and consider the bipartite graph Γ between X 1 and I such that x ∈ X 1 is adjacent to an element i ∈ I if and only if
where S 0 x 0 = L ′ 1 and S t ′ +1 x t ′ +1 = L 0 . Since both S 2i−1 S 2i x 2i and S 2i S 2i+1 x 2i are √ α/2-good, we have deg Γ (i) ≥ |X 1 | − 2( √ α/2)n ≥ |X 1 | − k √ αt for every i ∈ I. Let X 0 be the set of x ∈ X 1 such that deg Γ (x) ≤ |I|/2. Then |X 0 | |I| 2 ≤ |X 1 ||I| − e Γ (X 1 , I) ≤ k √ αt · |I|, which implies that |X 0 | ≤ 2k √ αt ≤ q/2. We match R even with a subset X ′ 0 ⊂ X 1 , X 0 ⊂ X ′ 0 , matching to each R 2i ∈ R even an x ∈ X ′ 0 so that L 2i R 2i x ∈ E(H) and xR 2i L 2i+1 ∈ E(H). This we do by first matching vertices from X 0 to elements of R even and then matching the remaining members R even to elements in X 1 \ X 0 . Due to the third property of Claim 4.3 this is possible. Note that this completes A to a (k/2)-path with ends L 1 and L ′ 1 (see the remark after Claim 4.3). Finally let X 2 = X 1 \ X ′ 0 which has size |X 2 | = |X 1 | − q = |I|. Then Γ ′ = Γ[X 2 ∪ I] is a graph with δ(Γ ′ ) ≥ |X 2 |/2. Thus, by Hall's Theorem there is a perfect matching in Γ ′ which gives the desired Hamilton path of H.
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is similar to the one from above, so we only give a sketch.
Proof sketch of Lemma 3.1. Let α 0 ≪ α ≪ 1 and let X, Y, L 0 , L 1 be given. Throughout this proof we refer to an α-good set with respect to K k 1 (X, Y ) simply as α-good. Our goal is to write X as {x 1 , . . . , x t } and partition Y as {L 1 , R 1 , L 2 , R 2 , . . . , L t , R t , L t+1 } with |L i | = k/2, |R i | = k/2 − 1, and L 0 = L t+1 such that L i x i R i , x i R i L i+1 ∈ E(H) for all i ∈ [t]. Let n := |V (H)| = kt + k/2. We first establish the following result. 26 Claim 4.4. Let q = 12k √ αt, then there is a family A = L ∪ R odd ∪ R even where L = {L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L 2q+1 } is a family of (0, k/2)-sets, R odd = {R 1 , R 3 , R 5 , . . . , R 2q−1 } a family of (1, k/2 − 1)-sets and R even = {R 2 , R 4 , . . . , R 2q } a family of (0, k/2 − 1)-sets such that • A consists of mutually disjoint subsets of V \ L 0 and L 2q+1 is α-good.
• for each R 2i−1 ∈ R odd we have L 2i−1 R 2i−1 ∈ E(H) and R 2i−1 L 2i ∈ E(H),
Proof sketch of Claim 4.4. For each (0, 3 2 k − 1) set S we fix a partition S = LRL ′ , where L, L ′ are (0, k/2)sets and R is a (0, k/2 − 1)-set. Let F be the collection of those sets S = LRL ′ , such that L, L ′ , LR and RL ′ are all α-good. Further, let S(x) denote the collection of those S = LRL ′ such that LRx, xRL ′ ∈ E(H). Similar to (4.2) we can establish that Then, by using Lemma 2.6 we can pick a family F ′ = {S 2 , S 4 . . . , S 2q } of pairwise disjoint sets from F , which contains at least q/2 members from each S(x), x ∈ X. Let S 2i = L 2i R 2i L 2i+1 be the partition of S 2i which then yields the families L = {L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L 2q+1 } and R even = {R 2 , R 4 , . . . , R 2q } with the required properties. We now choose a family R odd = {R 1 , R 3 , . . . , R 2q−1 } of disjoint (1, k/2)-sets from
, which is possible since L 2i−1 and L 2i are both α-good.
Let Y ′ := Y \ (V (A) ∪ L 0 ) and let G be the (k − 1)-graph on Y ′ which consists of all α-good (k − 1)-sets, i.e., which form an edge in H with all but at most αn elements from X. Then a similar calculation shows that
|Y ′ | − 1 k − 3 and following the approach in the previous proof, by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.1 we can find a partition of Y 1 as {R 2q+1 , L 2q+2 , R 2q+2 , . . . , L t , R t }.
into (0, k/2−1)-sets R i 's and (0, k/2)-sets L i 's such that both L i R i and R i L i+1 are √ α-good for 2q+1 ≤ i ≤ t, where L t+1 = L 0 . Let X 1 := X \ V (A) and note that |X 1 | = t − q. Consider the bipartite graph Γ between X 1 and I = {2q + 1, 2q + 2, . . . , t} such that x ∈ X 1 is adjacent to an element i ∈ I if and only if L i R i x, R i xL i+1 ∈ E(H). Since both of L i R i and R i L i+1 are √ α-good, for every i ∈ I, deg Γ (i) ≥ |X 1 | − 2 √ αn ≥ |X 1 | − 3k √ αt. Let X 0 be the set of x ∈ X 1 such that deg Γ (x) ≤ |I|/2. Then |X 0 | |I| 2 ≤ |X 1 ||I| − e Γ (X 1 , I) ≤ 3k √ αt · |I|, which implies that |X 0 | ≤ 6k √ αt. Thus we can match the vertices of X to the structures in Y and obtain a Hamilton path of H similar to the two steps in the proof of Lemma 3.3.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we found the minimum d-degree threshold for (k/2)-Hamiltonicity for all even k ≥ 6 and all d ≥ k/2. When k = 4, we can add more edges to B n,4 (A, B) and still avoid a Hamilton 2-cycle. Partition V into A ∪ B and fix two vertices v 1 , v 2 ∈ A. Let B ′ n,4 (A, B) be the 4-graph obtained from B n,4 (A, B) by adding all 4-sets e of V such that |e ∩ A| = 3 and {v 1 , v 2 } ⊆ e.
We claim that if |A| is odd and |A| / ∈ {n/2, n/2 + 1}, then B A, B) . We represent C as a sequence of disjoint pairs of vertices L 1 , . . . , L t with t = n/2. If all edges of C are even, then L i 's are either all even or all odd. Since |A| = i∈[t] |A ∩ L i | is odd, all L i 's must be odd, which implies that |L i ∩ A| = 1. It follows that |A| = n/2, contradicting our assumption. Otherwise, C contains at least one odd edge. However, since C is a cycle, C must contain an even number of odd edges (this can be seen by considering the parities of L i 's). By the definition of B n,4 (A, B), C contains exactly two odd edges that both contain {v 1 , v 2 }. We may thus assume that L 1 = {v 1 , v 2 } is even and all L i , i = 1, are odd. This implies that |A| = n/2 + 1, contradicting our assumption. Therefore we can add all 4-graphs B ′ n,4 (A, B) such that |A| is odd and |A| / ∈ {n/2, n/2 + 1} to H ext (n, 4).
At last, we remark that for the missing case k = 4 and d = 2, by Theorem 1.5, it suffices to prove the extremal case, that is, find the best possible minimum 2-degree condition for 2-Hamiltonicity in 4-graphs which are close to either B n,4 or B n,4 . For this case it is not clear to us how to build the 'bridge', the short path overcoming the parity issue arising from the constructions (e.g., B ′ n,4 (A, B)) above, or whether our construction is indeed extremal.
